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Abstract. The purpose of the research was to reveal the meaning of the tenths (tithe) from Abraham as the symbol of his obedience to his God. Since the research belongs to qualitative research by literature study approach (searching throughout the content of the Holy Bible), so that the data is gathered by using heurmeunetics method. Data display was administered after digging and searching all the scriptures concerning about. As the result, it was found that motivation of Abraham to give offerings to Melchizedek, the king of Sodom together with other kings were rebelling out towards Chedorlaomer the king of Elam. Finally, the king of Salem Melchisedech brought forth bread and wine, he tried to bring him a new renewal life “Blessed be Abraham of the most high God, the owner of heaven and earth; and blessed be the most high God, and his name was changed from Abram to Abraham.
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1 Introduction

This study belongs to qualitative research using literature/library approach in gathering the data, namely secondary data throughout various books and HB is the main resources of the data. The problem of the research regarding about the research question, how comes the term of the tenths (identically with tithe) being a kind of dogma in Christianity and becomes compulsory for all Christian. The purpose of the study was to find out the reason of how comes the term of the tents and being a compulsory as a dogma/doctrine for Christian around the world.

Since the study was qualitative research of which data display resourcing from the literature and HB is the main data and the researcher was a key informant. Data gathering was done by consulting the problem of the research to various books and conversed to the truth that has been written in the HB besides explaining by the writer knowledge as he is a Priest and a doctor of theology.

Data display was taken by reduction technique which means that every data concerning about the problem was consulting and proving to more than one text and sometimes more than one books in the Holy Bible (HB). Furthermore, the scripture as the key point to the problem was taken as bolded text to answer the question of the research. That is the reason that theological research usually contains many scripture by scripture, verse by verse from various books in the HB to prove the same context or case but different content to represent the same solution of the research problem. In such a data analysis, it is usually to present the writer’s interpretation dealing with all the gathered data and finally closing by summarizing in his own literacy to bring the idea and solution for the readers. Findings of the study that derived from the result of the data analysis was a part of the conclusion which emphasized for the readers to
implicate in daily life, and finally from such a fact in the findings the writer settled a line of significances of the research result for human life especially for Christian.

2 Methods

Research methodology used was Holy Bible observation & interpretation since it could not found the information about logical reason of numeric use in that context therefore, it needs literature study to dig the information concerning precise history, culture and the condition of Israel faith and environment at the decade. To define the context and history, there were 6 general interpretation types and 3 specific interpretation types but all are contextual oriented. It is hopefully that throughout this study the circumstances above can be synthesized so as to enrich theology treasury.

The study conducting qualitative research by using biblical-conversion approach which belongs to literature research of which data is resourcing from documentation then having reduction based on the HB content and context. In this case, the writer researching each of the scripture that concerning to the obtained data after consulting with other related books as well as hermeneutic chain. Practically, the approach using theology- exegesis consult namely presenting the truth as in Genesis 14 based on the original language, Hebrew for old testament and by presenting some hermeneutical questions following by interpretation based on: context, history, theology, purpose of writing, grammatical and meaning. Understanding a scripture should be consult to the context implide in the scripture itself because if there is any interpretation out of context, the resut is that the message can be biased and even becomes meaningless. In this study, there is not any interpretation without context.

3 Research Result and Discussion

The term of the tenths has been derived from the Holy Bible (HB) in Genesis 14:20 of which Abraham had an idea to give offerings to Melchizedek in the form of narration when King Chedorlaomer and his friends defeated the king of Sodom and other kings around. At the event, Lot the nephew of Abraham was captivated, and it made Abraham became angry therefore he gathered and led his power to defeat his enemies. His excellence to defeat other winner kings made him being wellknown by most of the people.

As a return for his winner, then he was welcomed by 2 guests, they were Melchizedek and the king of Sodom and they brought something as a gift for him upon his winning battle. Abraham responded cheerfully against Melchizedek the man who ever blessed him and then he actualized it by thanks-giving namely the tenths or it is similar with 10 % from all his earning. This is the expression of Abraham from the bottom of his heart and even prior to his meeting with Melchizedek he has had good feeling out and at the time they met he was so fruitful and bowing against Melchizedek. This context made him expressively giving his thanks-giving in the form of the tenths to Melchizedek, the man with no parents. Kline (2012) interpret that the tenths from Abraham to Melchizedek is a means of obeying and bowing to Yahweh, for him that Melchizedek equals to Yahweh based on his belief since He was the only person who ever blessed Abraham, the interpretation bolded here is that whatever the kingdom who dominates Canaan, Truely to say that Yahweh is the only king who owns every thing. Belief in Abraham era and now on is so long around 3500 years that is why there are
many gaps happened such as: contextual gap and historical gap, it needs a deep analysis to prescribe the context of each history proportionally and also to bridge both of the contexts to prove the truth. It is reasonable to analyze what background is motivated Abraham to act in such expressive obedience and bow towards Melchizedek that he believed equals to Yahweh.

Abraham who was well known as Abram before, is known as a main figure in the HB, he was a delighted person and admired by hebrew/ Jewish people, those who believe in Jesus and even the moslem did. It is not only by his personal as the physical and faith ancestor for the three religions but also his easy-going thinking for the sake of goodness which was not logical for human but he could run well especially about the first tenths that ever happened and supported by other book writers in the HB.

Based on the HB (Genesis 5: 1-32), Abraham was the 20th descent from the first human being, the following is the order line: Adam to set, Set to his son-Enos, Enos to his son-Kenan, Kenan to Mahalael, Mahahalael to Yared, Yared to his son-Henoch, Henokh to Metusalah, Metusalah to Lamekh, Lamekh to his son-Noah, Noah to his son-Sem, Sem to Arpakhsad, Apakhsad to Selah, Selah to Selah, Eber to Peleg son-Peleg, Peleg to his son-Rehu, Rehu to Serug, Serug to Nahor, Nahor to Terah, Terah to his son-Abram whose name was changed to become Abraham. Some of them gave their thanks-giving in the form of farming harvest. So, the first human who gave thanks-giving to God in the form of the tenths, was Abraham throughout the honorable king, Melchizedekh who were confessed as God’s Pastor. After Abraham obeyed God’s words to leave his father’s house to a secret place that only God knows, and also doing God’s challenge for him to dedicate his son, doing circumcision, and so forth to show his obedience for God. In Hebrew language the tenths is written as the following: מַﬠֲשֵׂר (ma`ásér). Analysis: it was used for the context of the tenths; it can be used for either secular or sacral context; it can be actualized as tax given to the king, probably existed in town or village, if it is in village, the form could be harvest, or sheep.

The action of Abraham to give his tenths is a perfect action, Septuagint with the translation using the Greek word: ἔδωκεν indicative verb, 3rd person singular from δίδωμι. From grammatical side, indicative verb can be define that Abraham gave a tenth of his harvest to Melchisedekh as his thanks-giving, that is the core, it is not talking about what is given and how to give, that is not the problem. The other word that is similar with the tenths is עֶשְׂרֹנִים (esroim). Literally, giving the tenths means to donate a tenth from what he owns. The word a tenth derived from Hebrew language: מַﬠֲשֵׂר (ma`ásér) which means ten, in Hebrew language the stem מ-‘r is similar with Arabic language م-‘asra = to build a community, group (as verb), م-‘ashra = tribe, م-‘asḥar = meeting, organisation (Noun) עֶשְׂרֹנִים.

In TWOT v.9. Electronic. Ed). The interpretation of the tenths semantically rooting from human’s finger are 10 which united in a unity or collection, therefore, in Arabian language it is م-‘asra, in Ugarit is م-‘r, in Akkadia is م-‘ru, and in the bible of Aram is م-‘r. Abraham action can not be under-estimated (verse: 20) since it was happened whilst in the war (verse : 1-19).

Contextual interpretation; it consists of words, phrases, and paragraph which is dependable one each other, even when it is separated they the result is meaningless. To find the contextual meaning of the texts in HB, the text before and after the text reading on, should be engaged and tied unitedly. There are 2 kinds of contextual interpretation; short contextual interpretation and long contextual interpretation, see Stuart (2004). Short contextual interpretation is only 2 or 3 paragraphs after and before the eying text to be engaged in analysis. Whereas, long contextual is all the text covered in one book of the HB, should be read at once as a unity to interprete the meaning. As an addition to be a part of interpretation strategy, the interpreter can
also interprete a context by consulting across some books which containing the same topic or theme.

On the other hand, the writer also used etymology approach in interpreting the context of the problem question of the research, by consulting the term of the tenths (verse:20) towards Levi language, of which Levian has a system of the tenths. In this case, the purpose of the last verse: 20 is to claim a legacy for all people of giving the tenths personally, in this context, Abraham presented his tenths (from his earn) for the pastor who was received as God’s prolonged hands, see (Westernman, 2006).

This story is also correlated to Israel culture, see Anderson (2009;84), the tenths for God or for government is good enough in this nationality to figure out the nation’s obedience to the Creator of the universe, and to the leader of the nation, as well. Melchizedek was wellknown as the king and the pastor in the country, see (verse : 18), in the name of God, he welcomed Abraham with all his soldiers who brough a big victory from the war, and that was the reason for Abraham expressively responded him by thanks-giving that actualized in the tenths. This context figured out the nation circumstance that Pastor who prays for people is higher-honorable than a king, it was also a part of a myth they had.

As the same response, Melchizedek spontaneously welcomed Abraham and his soldiers was to appreciate all his efforts to defeated his enemies though his victory is out of thought since the condition of the war was so unlogical for him to win. The king had a reason to trust him as a blessed man in the victory, so that it was reasonable for Melchizedek him as welcoming him as a symbol of God’s blessess. The following is the analysis of God’s blesses for Abraham in his struggle to defeat the enemy; a technique of a war, if enemy is nearly besieged by rival, thing to do is only give up, and empty the body from the weapons while lifting two hands up as to simbolize the giving-up. Further more, to give up should be totally without obscurity, hands up with fingers upper striaght. So did Abraham knew about it and he did the same towards Melchizedek, the honorable God’s hands prolong. Abraham was inspired from what he has done for such a tenths, to proceed it as habitual activity to thanks God, and even other people have taken it as a good manner to glorify God by giving 10 % of their earning to God’s church monthly. In modern era, salary is a standard to bold one’s tenths per month, which means that 10 % from the salary is a compulsory to give for God throughout the church. For instance, if the salary IDR. 10.000.000,-, so the tenths that should be given to God is IDR. 1.000.000,-.

According to Anderson that Abraham action to actualize his thanks-giving in the tenths to Melchizedekh is so reasonable : Melchizedek was a king; he has given him foods and drinks, and blessed him; Melchizedek position as a leader and honorable Pastor; things that was donated only 10 % from harvest, and the harvest in the context was all from booty (jarahan). In Genesis 14:20 the tenths from Abraham is a voluntary, hearted giving, it is not a force as stated in Genesis 1 Sem 8:15-17. And then it is supported by the scripture in 1 Sam. 8 that the tenths of Abraham is an ideal action, so that he did it fairly without any forcing feeling in what so ever condition.

Implication of Abraham’s tenths at this latest era, which has been started from the oldest era, see (Genesis 14:20), the scripture says that the event was not only an abstract/fictive story/characters, but it was really happened and texted in the Holy Bible. And even, before the term of the tenths has been arisen, thanks-giving was actually done before but the name of the action was not the tenths, it was only known as thanks-giving for God. Melchizedekk as the highest pastor was wellknown as the king of Salem and the most honorable pastor, of which all the kings around were obedient to him. According to the writer assumption throughout
some readable resources that Salem is similar with Jerusalem, and it probably means 'peace', so that king Salem means king of peace.

Interpreting about Abraham physically, the writer can claim that he is a very healthy man, see (Genesis 14:1-20) the condition is about a war among various nations, and he is an expert in war, his physique was normal enough and it's proved by the words that he had 10 fingers up as the reason of derived term the tenths. The term that has been arisen not the sevenths, nor the nineths but the tenths because he fingers up by ten not by nine.

That is a divine/Godlike secret that is rarely to expose that Abraham gave his tenths as a symbol of obedience towards God’s authority upon the universe and the sky, the symbol of hearted will to believe totally in God so that he focused to take the challenge from God to leave his home and his siblings, leaving his own country going to other vague country, obeying about circumcision, and dedicating his son for God’s challenge, see (Gen. 12-22). Other scriptures that support Abraham as an obedient man is about Sarfat, a widow that he saved from hunger when he firstly gave a hand of flour and a little oil to cook for once lunch together with her son, based on God’s instruction by Elia, see (1 Kings 17:7-24) and many others same tone scriptures that support his obedient character.

4 Conclusion

Actualizing thanks-giving by the tenths in some books, scripture by scripture in HB, but the one in Genesis 14 is the oldest scripture to tell about. Contextual narration in verses 1-20 figuring out the war condition among the nations, henceforth, Lot the nephew of Abraham was captured around Sodom city. He was fighting against 318 enemies and finally he defeated them. He returned bringing a victory, and one of the King who welcomed him was Melchizedek who was also the highest honorable pastor in the country, the King of Salem.

From grammatical side, indicative verb can be define that Abraham gave a tenth of his harvest to Melchisedekh as his thanks-giving, that is the core, it is not talking about what is given and how to give, that is not the core of discussion. Abraham’s action to actualize his tenths showing that human being is weak, or doesn’t have any sense without God, He is the creator of everything, and belongs to him. So, the first human who gave thanks-giving to God in the form of the tenths, was Abraham throughout the honorable king, Melchizedekh who were confessed as God’s Pastor. After Abraham obeyed God’s words to leave his father’s house to a secret place that only God knows, and also doing God’s challenge for him to dedicate his son, doing circumcision, and so forth to show his obedience for God.

Abraham’s victory from the war was not as a return of his smartness or his power, but because of his faith. Everybody can be truly supported because of the faith, the tenths from Abraham to Melchizedek is a means of obeying and bowing to Yahweh, for him that Melchizedek equals to Yahweh based on his belief since He was the only person who ever blessed Abraham.
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